Martial Arts for Peace Institute
Be a Peaceful Victor – Not a Victim of Violence
Presents the Complete

MAP S.T.A.R.S. LIFE SKILLS
(Martial Arts for Peace Safe Training Awareness Response System)

Character Development - Conflict Education Career Training Program

Specializing in Bully Prevention

What Is the General Intent?
To provide a multi-level career-training program where participants develop the
ability to conduct the MAP S.T.A.R.S. program that helps young people:
• Learn how to resolve conflict peacefully
• Develop excellent character-development skills
• Reduce stress by providing positive outlets
• Understand the importance of healthy living
• Train in a safe environment to protect themselves
• Learn a comprehensive Life Skills Program
• Recognize the value of community service
• Improve academic performance
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Why is it important to have a character development
program for young people?
In our fast pace, high stress competitive world young people need a safe place where they can
have the leisure to explore themselves and the world around them.
The intent of conventional education is to teach academic skills to prepare young people
vocationally. But young people also need a host of day-to-day life skills other than
academics to be able to successfully cope with the challenges of living. In an atmosphere
of friendship young people need to be allowed to inquire into the essential questions of
what it means to live with intelligence, to create healthy guidelines for their behavior and
to be able to understand and resolve conflict peacefully. Such is the intent of the MAP
S.T.A.R.S. Program.
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How is the MAP S.T.A.R.S. Conflict Education Bully Program
different from other bully programs?
There is current significant evidence from the Centre for Infant Cognition at the University of British
Columbia that states episodes of bullying that mar early grade school years for hundreds of children
may be a partial result of the victim’s DNA.
The study shows that behaviors that most often lead to exclusion and victimization in the
classroom or schoolyard have their roots in a student’s genes arguing that children’s genetic
makeup has a direct impact on the quality of the interactions they enjoy with their peers. The
study also shows infants learn social stratification as early as nine months. Since according
to the study children are genetically programed to bully, bullying programs now need to
address this inborn root cause of conflict by providing innovative environments to prevent
this individual and social disorder from occurring.

The MAP S.T.A.R.S. Conflict Education Bully Program mainly focuses on the
prevention of conflict by understanding its genetic root causes.
The MAP S.T.A.R.S. Conflict Education Bully Program also differs from other conflict
education/bullying programs is that it is a complete program that teaches young
people how to prevent, resolve and manage conflict whereas most conflict
education/bullying program focus superficially on the tertiary or management level
after a conflict has already occurred.
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Visit the following site online to learn more:
•

www.news.nationalpost.com/health/are-babies-born-bullies-ubc-study-shows-infantslearn-social-stratification-as-early-as-nine-months

•

www.cic.psych.ubc.ca

•

www.atriumsoc.org/map/trainers.php

•

www.atriumsoc.org/map/resources.php

•

www.atriumsoc.org/map/map-stars.php
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What occupations would benefit using the MAP S.T.A.R.S
Character Development and Conflict Education Bully Program?
After School Program Coordinator
Work in a setting that provides young people with conflict education/character development
life skills after school. This could come under a martial arts school’s outreach program.

Community Center Employee
One could initiate and run a number of these programs in this type of facility. In this way
one doesn’t need the financial or marketing skills necessary to operate the program as they
would if one opened for example, an independent facility of their own. For some people this
is a better option in that they have less responsibility in the administration of the program
and therefore will have more time available to teach.

Counselor
The skills offered in the MAP S.T.A.R.S. program have been used successfully by counselors
in helping young people to better cope with being bullied by offering them the social and
emotional support to necessary to build self-confidence and self-control.

School Teacher
Many of the MAP S.T.A.R.S. skills can be naturally incorporated into the classroom curriculum
as a part of the overall child’s education. A subject area such as Social Studies is a perfect
opportunity to offer these services to better assist in the whole development of the child,
individually and socially.
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Workshop Presenter/Trainer
There is a career opportunity in being a Workshop Presenter/Trainer where one is paid to
present this program to educators, counselors, school administrators, law enforcement,
business personnel and the like who are interested in implementing these skills into their
occupational environments

Summer Camp Director /Employee
Summer time is an especially good occasion to do this program for parents are looking for
a comprehensive program that can be taught each day over an extended period of time.
This affords one the luxury to go into depth into the more complex issues of character
development and conflict education in a cohesive developmental process with little
interruption of the learning process. This allows for a better retention for the young person’s
natural educational progression.

Entrepreneur
The MAP S.T.A.R.S. program can be offered as a business potential in specialized centers
created with the intent to offer these skills to young people independent of their schools.
There is also the possibility to create multiple centers as Licensed Membership schools
similar to Franchises.

Martial Arts School Instructors
The MAP S.T.A.R.S. program components are ideal for a martial arts school. They have been
used in hundreds of martial arts schools internationally due to the efforts of Dr. Terrence
Webster-Doyle in developing his Martial Arts for Peace Program.

The following are particularly noteworthy 
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At Risk Youth Counselor
The specially designed MAP S.T.A.R.S. At Risk bullying program has been used with troubled
youth nationally and internationally with much success. This unique program is specially
designed to more accurately meet the needs of these special youth. It includes teaching
specific child safe mental and physical skills within a safe and controlled environment to
educate young people in the awareness, resolution, and management of conflict through
nonviolent means so they can experience a reduction in emotional and physical impulsivity.
The fundamental intent of this program is to stop conflict at the primary prevention level but
also at the secondary and tertiary level, and to learn from youth who are at risk as well as
identified as problematic behaviorally.

School Violence Consultant
The MAP S.T.A.R.S. Program has also been designed to address extreme school violence such
as the killings at many schools in the U.S. such as Columbine, Colorado and Sandy Hook,
Connecticut in that it creates a safe and controlled environment to explore the nature and
structure of violence residing genetically in the primitive biological brain. The intent is to
create the right conditions to by-pass this built-in instinctive maladjusted survival reaction
thus creating an epigenetic response that can circumvent it.

Children of War Specialist
This program has been used successfully with over 5000 Liberian children of war since
2003. The first curriculum used for these war torn children in Liberia by the Liberian peace
educator Dr. Marvin Davis was Why ls Everybody Always Picking On Us? Understanding the
Roots of Prejudice, which generated the internationally claimed book Brave New Child Liberating the Children of Liberia and the World.
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Conflict Education
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Please note: all the components of the programs below are taught in a
multilevel context of role-playing, games, and other educational activities that
developmentally enhances the child’s ability to comprehend the information in a
more multifaceted manner thus increasing the potential for learning. The proper
amount of time needs to be given to teach the components of the program. The
minimum amount of time per week should be 2 hours. It is obviously better to
have more time thus teaching the components of the program are best taught
during a holiday or summer time. In other words it is essential that a continuity
be developed consistently over time for young people to grasp the essential
insights in the program without undo interruption.)
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The Character Development Component
12 Ways to Act with Respect
1. Courtesy

2. Gentleness

Being well-mannered and considerate

Living with affection and compassion

3. Honesty

4. Humility

Being truthful

Acting without self-importance

5. Compassion

6. Kindness

Consideration and sensitivity for another’s

Caring for others, as you would like to be

well being

cared for

7. Order

8. Responsibility

Being aware of what creates disorder

Meeting life’s challenges with a brave spirit

9. Wisdom

10. Respect

Living without fear

Honoring the dignity of all life

11. Courage and Commitment

12. Intelligence

Fighting injustice

Understanding what prevents peace
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Rights and Responsibilities
My right

My responsibility

Be able to think free thoughts

Allow others to think freely

My right

My responsibility

Say and do what I want, when and how

Consider the effect on others of anything I

I want

say or do

My right

My responsibility

Ask questions and receive truthful

Listen to other’s questions and respond

answers

truthfully

My right

My responsibility

Be honest and open

Be sensitive with my honesty and
openness

My right

My responsibility

Have my basic physical needs met

Allow others their basic physical needs

My right

My responsibility

Have my emotional needs met

Care for others emotional needs

My right

My responsibility

Contribute to any decision that

Be respectful of how my decisions affect

affects me

others

Learn more 
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My right

My responsibility

Make mistakes

Allow others their mistakes, and learn
from my own

My right

My responsibility

Have privacy; or be with anyone I choose

Tell people close to me where I’m going

My right

My responsibility

Have my own belongings

Take care of my belongings; respect those
of others

My right

My responsibility

Feel safe and live free from fear

Talk with someone I trust about any fears
I have

My right

My responsibility

Stand up for my rights

Respect the rights of others
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Conflict Education
The Conflict Education Component*
The approach is a holistic three-level system called The ABC of Conflict Education™. The three
levels are: Avoid - Bargain - Control. Each level helps young people keep from being bullied in the
following ways:
Avoid
By understanding what causes people to bully in the way they have been genetically and
socially conditioned to think and act either as a bully or a victim, a young person can prevent
conflict from arising.

Bargain
Through the use of verbal Mental Self-Defense Skills, a young person can learn to use words
instead of fists to resolve a bullying situation.

Control
A young person who learns how to handle hurt feelings in a positive way is less likely to react
in overly aggressive manner when hassled by a bully, and more likely to maintain control.
It also helps them to control a potential conflict situation by having the confidence gained
through learning humane self-defense skills so they don’t react unnecessarily in a freeze/
fight or flight manner. Developing one’s level of understanding, learning verbal mental selfdefense skills, becoming wise in ways to handle hurt feelings all lead to an increase in selfconfidence in tough situations and learning to think quickly and efficiently when necessary.
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The Introductory Level Conflict Education Program
12 Ways to Walk Away with Confidence
1. Make Friends

2. Use Humor

A bully can be a buddy!

This is a time for fun!

3. Walk Away

4. Use Cleverness

Act instead of react!

The mind is stronger than the body!

5. Agree with the Bully

6. Refuse to Fight

Yield right of way!

Just say no!

7. Stand Up to the Bully

8. Scream or Yell

Let’s see that confidence!

Let’s hear that voice!

9. Use Authority

10. Ignore the Threat

Help is on the way!

The bully is invisible!

11. Reason with the Bully

12. Take a Stance

Mind over matter!

Show your unmistakable intent!
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The S.O.S. Self Options Self-Defense System*
12 Ways to Protect Yourself From Harm (a sample)
1. The Force						

2. The Circle of Awareness

3. Friend or Foe					

4. Push - Spin-away

5. Push - Roll away					

6. Push- Back Stance - Yell No!

7. Grab - Release: One Hand 				

8. Grab- Release: Two Hands

9. Grab-Release: Both Arms				

10. Hit- Low Block

11. Hit- Middle Block					

12. Hit - High Block

(*The S.0.S. Safe Options Self-Defense System component is a physically effective, legally safe, age appropriate,
developmentally sound, non-lethal integrated system of physical and mental martial arts self-defense skills that gives
young people the total confidence to cope successfully with being bullied)
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The Stranger Awareness Program - for Added Safety
12 Do’s and Don’ts to Sharpen Stranger Awareness
1. Do Be Aware

2. Don’t Talk with a Stranger

Action your feeling that something may

Ignore a stranger when the situation doesn’t

be dangerous!

feel right!

3. Do Shout “Leave Me Alone!”

4. Don’t Be Afraid to Say “No, Thanks!”

Shout “I don’t know you!” to a bothersome

Walk away from a stranger who wants you to

stranger!

follow! !

5. Do Tell a Trusted Adult

6. Don’t Accept Gifts

Tell a trusted adult if a stranger Is

Never accept presents from strangers!

bothering you!

7. Do Tell Adults Where You’re Going

8. Don’t Get into a Stranger’s Car

Let parents and teachers know where

Never go anywhere with someone you don’t

you are!

know!

9. Do Go to a” Safe Zone”

10. Don’t Go Alone into Dangerous Areas

Go where you know there’s protection!

Stay away from deserted houses and dark
alleys!

11. Do Trust Your Gut Feelings
Listen to the voice inside your head!
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12. Don’t Distrust All Strangers

Rights and Responsibilities For a Bully Free Society
I have the right to not be bullied or physically hurt and the responsibility to learn ways of
resolving conflict peacefully.
I have the right to not be called hurtful names and the responsibility to understand what
would make me want to call others hurtful names.
I have the right to not be picked on because I do not belong to a certain group and the

responsibility to understand what it means to belong to a “group.”

I have the right to not be made fun of because I am “different” and the responsibility not to
pick on others for what I have been taught to think are differences.
I have the right to not be bullied because of race, gender, sexual orientation or culture and

the responsibility to educate myself about why this happens.

I have the right to not be bullied because of my physical appearance and the responsibility to
not pick on myself for what I think others may think of me.
I have a right to not be teased because I am not as smart as other people and the

responsibility to educate myself to be as intelligent as I can be.

Learn more 
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I have a right to not be bullied because I am not as athletic as others and the responsibility to
find other endeavors that give me a sense of well being.
I have the right not to be bullied because I am smaller or weaker and the responsibility to find
ways that will strengthen me.
I have the right to learn the skills to understand and handle bullies without hurting or being
hurt and the responsibility to teach others these skills so they will not get bullied.

I have the right to protect myself from harm and the responsibility to use these skills
humanely.
Every child everywhere has a basic right to be treated with respect and the responsibility in
turn to respect all others.
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Life Skills Component
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Personal Skills: How Do I See Myself ?
How Do I Stay Neat and Healthy?

What Does It Take to Feel Good About Myself ?

Good grooming and physical needs

Emotional needs

(Yoga for Kids*)

Am I Creative? Am I Smart?

What Does It Mean to Be a Friend?

Creative and intellectual needs

Manners and relational needs

Social Skills: How Do I Relate to People?
Am I Programmed to Act in Certain Ways?

How Good Am I at Resolving Differences?

Conditioning makes us creatures of habit

Disagreements and conflicts

What Part Do I Play in My Family?

What Does It Mean to Be a Good Friend?

Parent-child-family relationships

Companionship skills

Coping Skills: How Do I Relate to the World?
Does Every Privilege Have a Responsibility?

Is Everything We’re Told by “Experts” True?

Human rights and responsibilities

Intelligent media reaction and TV watching

Why Should I Know About Time and Money?

Do We Need Boundaries for Our Behavior?

Time and money management

Understanding the law

* Physical Fitness - Yoga For Kids- 12 Ways to Keep Yourself Healthy
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Advanced Level Conflict Education Program
Ten Stages of Bullying - From the Playground to the Battlefield
1. Why Do We Bully?
When we can understand the causes of bullying - that is rooted in the way we think- we can
prevent it.

2. Why Is Everybody Always Picking On Me?
When a bully finds a victim to torment, there are always reasons. A victim benefits from
knowing the answer to this question and to how a bully thinks.

3. Why Am I Always Picking on Myself ?
Each of us has an “inner bully” - an inner voice that nags us, intimidates us. This is where
bullying continues after one has been personally picked on by another person.

4. Why Can’t I Do What I Want?
Young people need to learn that for every right there is a corresponding responsibility.
Leaning this makes for a balanced frame of mind in one’s relationship to others and the
world.

5. Why Is Everybody Always Picking On Us?
When we learn to hate and fear because someone else is different then we are caught in
prejudice. Whether it is the color of one’s skin, nationality, age, disability, gender or religion it
only creates pain and suffering.

Learn more 
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6. Why Are We Always Letting the Bullies Pick On Them?
Bystanders often don’t want to stop a bully situation. Many times they encourage it. But a
peacefully skilled bystander can be powerful and resourceful in stopping a bullying incident.

7. Why Are They Always Getting Picked On?
Youth-at-risk are bullied by fellow youth and by adults. Understanding how and why they are
picked on - by the youth themselves as well as by parents and teachers - can lead to helping
these young people lead more healthy lives.

8. Why Are We Always Picking On Each Other?
Wars break out because one group of people bullies another. It is vitally important to
understand how and where this bullying begins in childhood so that young people can begin
to end it on the playground before it gets to the battlefield.

9. Are We Hardwired for War?
Is it possible that what is inciting people to be in conflict, mainly collective conflict between
groups of people who physically attack each other, a genetically generated misplaced instinct
for survival?

10. Are We Born to Bully?
“Most honest combat vets will tel/you, perhaps not eloquently but in their own way, the same
thing: essentially that combat is in our human DNA and demands to be exercised .... The question
is, can we humans evolve peacefully, or will we succumb to instincts we can’t transcend?”
- Former Marine Corp helicopter pilot in Vietnam
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An Internationally Acclaimed, Award Winning Program
•

Selected by the National PTA (Parent Teachers Association)

•

Endorsed by Scouting Magazine - Boy and Girl Scouts of America

•

Endorsed by Sports Illustrated for Kids

•

Approved by the New York City Board of Education

•

Endorsed by the National Education Association (NEA)

•

Endorsed by Mothering Magazine

•

“The books of Dr. Webster-Doyle are the first attempt l have seen to explain to young people
and adults the concept of martial arts as a peaceful, nonviolent ‘way of life’ and to give
students the tools to accomplish this goal.” - Linda Lee Cadwell, widow of Bruce Lee

•

“We have just completed training our Israeli and Palestinian Karate Instructors in your
“Character for Kids” program and are using your book “Fighting the Invisible Enemy” to teach
our young brown and black belts about understanding the effects of conditioning. Some of
our instructors actually risk their lives to teach this peace enhancing material, as the bullies
in our region are real terrorists ... the ones you only read about. There is no doubt that this is
tremendous step for such a violent region where hatred, violence and distrust is the norm.”
- Sensei Danny Hakim - Founder - Chief Instructor of Budo for Peace, Israel - working
Israeli and Palestinian children of war teaching the martial arts.

•

Dr.Lawrence Shapiro of the Center for Applied Psychology described Dr. Webster- Doyle
as an “eloquent leader of the movement to combine principles of education, psychology, and
the martial arts to teach young people to resolve conflict peacefully.”
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•

“Why is Everybody Always Picking on Us? explores the roots of prejudice. I don’t think
I’ve seen another book like it. How wonderful if this book could be used in social
studies classrooms! I have learned where prejudice begins, how it is created, how it
is perpetuated, and how it can be resolved. This book looks at stereotypes, bigotry,
discrimination, scapegoating, racism, and more. It is a wonderfully comprehensive
manual for young people and adults alike on understanding our conditioning and the
root of prejudice.” American Pride Through Education.

•

10-time winner of the Benjamin Franklin Awards for Excellence in Independent
Publishing

•

“Helps young people deal with conflict and violence by describing practical skills for
Peace.” Holistic Education Review

•

“We use his books and thoroughly endorse the usefulness of his methods which have
high potential in schools.” - Stewart W. Twemlow, M.D. Psychiatry and Psychoanalysis
Menninger Clinic and Martial Arts School owner

•

“To say that I am pleased and delighted with the context and content of your literature is a
complete and total understatement. The fact is, your writings are so unique and different from
the average information on the market, that I find myself reading and rereading it for new and
refreshing insights.” - C. Morgan Becker, Head Instructor Ho Ban (Lake House) Tang
Soo Do Dojang San Antonio, Florida, USA

•

“Webster-Doyle’s insight is that by recognizing, understanding, and accepting our
violent tendencies, we can avoid acting them out. These new books ... are good for
teachers and parents of elementary school children who need appropriate language
and activities to help children deal with their feelings and the violence-provoking parts
of the environment. To this reviewer, they are realistic and practical.” - Young Children
(Magazine of the National Association for the Education of Young Children)
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The Atrium Society today is an internationally known Peace Education
organization whose work is archived at the University of Connecticut’s
Northeast Children’s Literature Collection, Swarthmore College Peace Collection
and the University of Southern Mississippi’s de Grummond Children’s Literature
Collection in the USA.
The work is also on permanent display in the International Museum of Peace
and Solidarity in Samarkind, Uzbekistan, the Commonwealth of Independent
States, the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum, Hiroshima Japan, at Samara
State Academy of Culture and Arts, Samara Russia and the No Gun Ri
International Peace Foundation, South Korea.

Visit the following site online to learn more:
•

www.atriumsoc.org/about-award.php
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Staff
Dr. Terrence Webster-Doyle
The Education Administrator of the Atrium Society, has a Ph.D. in Health and Human
Services, a Master’s degree in psychology, a life-time secondary and community college
teaching credential and draws on many years of experience in teaching character
development and conflict education prevention. He is the Director of the Youth Peace
Literacy Program that has effectively helped over 5000 children of war in Liberia. He is the
founder and Director of the Martial Arts for Peace Association and is the author of numerous
internationally acclaimed, award winning peace educating and character development
resources used throughout the U.S. and worldwide.

Jean Webster-Doyle
Is the Founder and President of the Atrium Society, an educator, yoga teacher and the
creator of Metamorphosis Education and Harmonious Mind Yoga. She was educated at the
University of Madrid, New York University and Sarah Lawrence College. She has traveled
worldwide educating people about the causes of conflict in the conditioned way we think and
has co-created numerous books and programs on the subject. Ms. Webster-Doyle was the
co-founder of the Atrium School and the Rainy Mountain Outdoor Education School. She is
also a Master Teacher and Trainer in the MAP S.T.A.R.S. Program.
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Educating the Mind as well as the Body
How to Use This Guide

The purpose of this guide is to
encourage the use of short “non-physical”
sessions right after you and your students
have had a good physical workout. Once
a week (or more often), after a physical
session, you can engage your students’
minds — enhancing the balance between
their minds and bodies.
Our goals:
• Educate young people about Martial
Arts philosophy
• Show our community that we
value literacy
• Enroll more students, and retain
them longer
We believe all Martial Arts Instructors
can achieve these goals if you will only
take this time to sit and talk. Your students
will become even stronger if their Mental
Self-Defense™ skills develop alongside
their Physical Self-Defense skills.
Plus, the word will spread to your
community that you are not only helping
students learn how to defend themselves,
By Dr. Terrence but also helping to make them more
Webster-Doyle literate, more aware. When this happens
© 2003 Terrence Webster-Doyle.
All rights reserved. — parents, teachers, entire communities
Martial Arts for Peace Institute usually respond in a very positive way.
Your school is more likely to grow, and

your students are more likely to stay.
If you buy the books — use them,
we’d like to hear from you about how they
work. If you have any questions or
concerns, we hope you’ll contact us. Tales
of the Empty-Handed Masters – Martial
Arts for Peace™books for your use:
• Eye of the Hurricane
• Flight of the Golden Eagle
• Maze of the Fire Dragon
Other internationally acclaimed,
award winning books by Dr. WebsterDoyle are:
• Facing the Double-Edged Sword
• Fighting the Invisible Enemy
• Tug of War
• Why Is Everybody Always Picking
on Me?
• Why Is Everybody Always Picking on
Us?
• Martial Arts Masters – Black Belt
Warriors for Peace
• My First Martial Arts Book
• Respect – The Martial Arts Code of
Conduct

To order, call (800) 848-6021 or visit our web site: www.martialartsforpeace.com

The Importance of Literacy
What We Already Know:
• With the increasing influence of movies and
television, where language takes a back seat
to action and visual images, we human
beings are in the process of losing our ability
to communicate by means of words. The
conclusion reached is that this lack of
language inevitably leads to an increase
in violence.
• The National Literacy Trust, an independent
charity dedicated to building a literate world,
reports that reading is a fundamental need
of ALL children. The ability to read and
understand what one reads:
◆ Helps develop human potential and raises
self-esteem.
◆ Is critical to personal freedom and the
maintenance of a democratic society.
◆ Is an integral element in the broader goals
of economic opportunity and security,
social justice and dignity.
◆ Supports all educational achievement.
• In a world where children are surrounded by
ignorance and conflict, those of us who
teach the Martial Arts can help. How? By
building a more peaceful future, one book at
a time.
Our goals:
• Educate young people about Martial Arts
philosophy in addition to Martial Arts
physical skills.
• Demonstrate to our community that we
value literacy and consider it an essential
part of Martial Arts learning.

• Enroll more students and retain them longer
because of our commitment to their broader
education.

How Martial Arts for Peace
Books Help
Dr. Webster-Doyle’s internationally
acclaimed, award winning Martial Arts for
Peace series — Tales of the Empty-Handed
Masters — have already been discovered by
many schools, teachers and parents who have
realized how quickly and easily young students
are attracted to the rich history and philosophy
of the martial arts, and the colorful stories told
in these books.
We agree that the ability to read and write,
to understand and be understood, is critical
to personal freedom and the maintenance of a
democratic society. We recognize literacy as an
integral element in the broader goals of
opportunity and security, social justice, and
dignity. And we think you will too!

Why Read to Children?
It is difficult for those of us with fond
memories of stories and books to truly
understand what it would be like to grow up
without them. Unfortunately, many children are
missing this important factor in their overall
language development because many adults
either do not have those memories and
experiences to draw from or do not fully
appreciate the value of sharing them with
children.

Lacking this experience during childhood
Enhance Your
has been shown to have a measurable negative
Martial Arts Practice
effect on later literacy development. In fact, a
great deal of educational research (including a
If you purchase copies of Eye of the
U.S. Department of Education study entitled, A
Maze of the Fire Dragon and Flight
Hurricane,
Nation at Risk, published in 1987) has shown
of the Golden
that children
Eagle, and make
whose parents or
For our children, it will mean the difference
sure
that your
caretakers read to
between finding doors open or closed to them students read
them regularly,
when they are adults. For our nation, it will
them — you will:
make books
mean
the
difference
between
economic
available, and
• Earn income
encourage
prosperity, a strong democracy, and world
from the sale of
exploration of
leadership, or a decline in our standard of
the books.
books, papers,
living and influence around the globe.
• Have an
and writing
— Lester L. Laminack, Ed.D opportunity to
implements are
Reading With Children: A Handbook for Literacy Tutors help your students
typically more
understand how
successful as students in elementary school.
the rich history and philosophy of the Martial
Arts can help them understand and resolve
The Pen is Mightier than the Sword
conflict peacefully in their daily lives.

The Way to Peace Is
Through Literacy

The series, Tales of the Empty-Handed
Masters, has been winning awards since its
inception by creator, Dr. Terrence WebsterDoyle. The reason is that these tales teach
peace in a rewarding, enjoyable way that is
appreciated by parents and teachers as well as
students. Children enjoy being challenged, and
Dr. Webster-Doyle’s books always call upon
students’ bodies, minds and spirits to work as
one, so that every child is fully engaged.
The intent of these books is to help create
an understanding of the Martial Arts that is far
different from the one depicted in movies and
on television. The highest goal of the martial
artist is not to break boards with a single hand
or to beat enemies by killing them. The highest
goal of the martial artist to stop a fight before it
starts. This is the way to peace.
Adults reading these books with young
people can help them learn — about relationship
and what it means to live with dignity, care and
beauty in their daily lives.

• Enhance the literacy of your students and
reach potential participants!
As an added benefit, these books have fine
illustrations that enhance the meaning of
the stories, which helps the children
comprehend the moral in each tale.

Public Relations and Community
Outreach
Consider purchasing extra copies of the
books! Affix a label with your school name and
information in each copy, and give them to key
people in your community to make them aware
of what you are doing for young people in your
school to promote literacy.
Leave copies of the books in medical and
dental offices, or any place that kids and
parents congregate and have an
opportunity to read them. It is great PR for
your school!

Invite parents of your students to your
school and suggest that they read the books at
home with their children. Invite teachers to

use the books in their classrooms. This not
only fosters better parent/child/ teacher
relationships but also helps you involve
parents and teachers in the overall
S.M.A.R.T. Kids™ program at your school. It
also encourages word-of-mouth among
parents, teachers and school administrators

that can generate more student interest in
your school.
If you need any assistance in
implementing any programs — or how to
simplify reading in Martial Arts classes, as
well as at home or at school — please feel
free to contact us.
Respectfully yours,
“Dr. T.” Webster-Doyle

Acclaims & Awards for Martial Arts for Peace Works
The books of Dr. Terrence WebsterDoyle have won widespread praise as
resources for the understanding and
nonviolent resolution of conflict. That’s why
we can recommend them so highly to you.
Tell your parents, teachers and school
administrators about these praises so they
see the value of what you are giving to
your students and their children.
The Martial Arts for Peace Books have
been endorsed by the:
• Sports Illustrated magazine
• National Parents and Teachers Association
• Boy and Girls Scouts of America
• National Education Association
◆ International Association of Educators
for World Peace, NGO, United Nations
(ECOSOC), UNICEF & UNESCO
• Awarded the Robert Burns Medal for
literature by Austria's Albert Schweitzer
Society, for "outstanding merits in the
field of peace promotion."
• Mothering Magazine
• National Parenting Publications Gold
Award
◆ Acclaimed at the 1990 Soviet Peace
Fund Conference in Moscow and
published in Russia by Moscow's
Library of Foreign Literature and
Magistry Publications.

◆ Selected by the International
Association of Educators for World
Peace for their Central American peace
education project in Panama and El
Salvador.
◆ Winner of nine Benjamin Franklin
Awards for Excellence in Independent
Publishing.
◆ On permanent display at the
International Museum of Peace and
Solidarity in Samarkind, Uzbekistan, the
Commonwealth of Independent States.
◆ Why Is Everybody Always Picking On
Me? cited by the Omega New Age
Directory as one of the Ten Best
Books of the year, for its "atmosphere
of universal benevolence and
practical application."
◆ Presented at the National Conference
on Peacemaking & Conflict Resolution.
◆ Approved by the New York Board of
Education.
◆ Selected by the American Booksellers
Association for its resource listing of
"Children's Books About Peace."
•••• to name only a few

MARTIAL ARTS FOR PEACE
MAP S.T.A.R.S.
8 Week – 12 Step
Introductory Program
It’s as easy as A. B. C.
STRANGER
AWARENESS

CHARACTER
DEVELOPMENT

CONFLICT
EDUCATION

SELF
PROTECTION

______________________

________________________

__________________________

____________________________

Stranger Awareness™
SAP™
12 Do’s and Don’t
For Keeping Safe

Character For Kids™
CKF™
12 Ways to Act with
Respect

Bully Buster System™
BBS™
12 Ways to Walk
Away with Confidence

Safety Options System™

(15 Minute Segment)

(15 Minute Segment)

(15 Minute Segment)

(15 Minute Segment)

Courtesy
Gentleness
Honesty

Make Friends
Use Humor
Walk Away

The Force
The Circle of Awareness
Friend or Foe

Humility

Use Cleverness

Push - Spin-away

Intelligence

Agree With The Bully

Push - Roll-away

Kindness

Refuse to Fight

Push – Back Stance

Order

Stand Up to the Bully

Grab – Release: One Hand

Responsibility

Scream/Yell

Grab– Release: Two Hand

Wisdom
Compassion

Use Authority
Ignore the Threat

Grab-Release: Both Arms
Hit – Low Block

Respect

Reason with the Bully

Courage & Commitment
Demo

Take a Stance
Demo

Module 1 – Aware

Do… Know Name/Add/Ph#
Do… Know Family Code
Do… Be With Friends
Do…Trust Gut Feelings
Do… Go To An Authority
Figure If Lost
Do…
Say
“NO”
When
Invited to a Strangers Car
Do… Use Your Head In A
Bad Situation “RUN, RUN”
Do Know 12 Ways To Walk
Away with Confidence
Don’t… Tell You Are
Home Alone
Don’t… Take Shortcuts
Don’t… Take Candy/Gifts
From a Stranger
Don’t… Wear Clothes With
Your Name On Them
Demo

Module 2 – Avoid

Module 3 - Bargain

Developmental, Age Appropriate Program designed
by Dr. Terrence Webster-Doyle

Module 4 – Control

SOS™
12 Ways to Protect
Yourself From Harm

Hit – Middle Block
Hit - High Block
Certificate

MARTIAL ARTS FOR PEACE
MAP S.T.A.R.S.
A 12 Week-12 Step-Level Two
Life Skills Program

PHYSICAL
FITNESS
Module 1 – Flexibility
Yoga For Kids
12 Ways to Keep
Yourself Healthy
(15 Minute Segment)

Mountain
Tree
Bird

Character
Development
Module 2 - Respect

RIGHTS &
RESPONSIBILITIES

LIFE
SKILLS

Module 3 – Control
Life Skills For Kids
12 Ways to a
Successful Life

Module 4 – P.A.L.S.
12 Positive Action
Life Skills for Kids

(15 Minute Segment)

(15 Minute Segment)

(15 Minute Segment)

How Do You Like
To Be Treated
How Do You Like People
To Treat You
Imagine Being Spoken
To This Way

Think Free thoughts

How Do I Stay Neat and
Healthy?
What Does It Take To Feel Good
About Myself?
Am I Creative?
Am I Smart?

Martial Arts Manners
Think, Speak, Act
With Respect

Cobra

Make A Decision Before
You Think Or Speak
Speak As You Would Like
Others To Speak

Dog

Ask Questions Politely

Fish

Cat
Camel

Frog
Stork
Rocking Horse
Sitting Twist
Demo

Offer Information In A
Caring Considerate Way
Thank People
Who Are Helpful
Act Towards Others As You
Would Have Them Act
Towards You
Offer Assistance When And
Where You Can
Act Today In A Way That Will
Make You Proud Tomorrow

Give People RESPECT
Demo

Say and Do
What I Want
Ask Questions and Receive
Truthful Answers
Have My Own Belongings
Have My Physical
Needs Met
Have My Emotional and Social
Needs met

I Can Be Honest and Open
I Do Make Mistakes
My Right to Be Private

Decisions That Affect Me
I Can Live Without Fear
I Can Stand Up for My
Rights
Demo

What Does It Mean To Be A
Friend?
Am I Programmed To Act In A
Certain Way?
How Good Am I At Resolving
Differences?
What Part Do I Play In My
Family?
What Does It Mean To Be A
Good Friend?
Does Every Privilege Have A
Responsibility?
Is Everything We’ve Been Told By
“Experts” True?
Why Should I Know About Time
and Money?
Do We Need Boundaries For Our
Behavior?
Certificate

Be a Peaceful Victor, Not a Victim of Violence

Contact Us
1-800-848-6021
martialartsforpeace@gmail.com
www.martialartsforpeace.com
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